Eagles Are Growing Leaders Every Summer

EAGLES
Enthusiastic
Ambitious

Great role models
Leaders
Energetic
Supportive

The 2019 Eagles are the second group to go through
this awesome leader- in- training program here at Fair
Acres. All Eagles were selected based on their
outstanding leadership potential and their history
here at Fair Acres as campers in the past. Our goal is
to create a group of young leaders who, over the
course of six weeks, will develop and use practical
leadership skills, such as teamwork, communication,
collaboration, commitment, imagination, creativity, and
responsibility. The Eagle program is perfect for
preparing Eagles for the future to take on leadership
roles, or even become a counselor in the future.
The Eagles have engaged in numerous teambuilding and
innovative games and projects, all designed to foster
growth of individuals and develop as leaders. This
summer the Eagles have worked on projects relating
to what makes a successful leader, success within
teamwork, how to get along with all people, and how to
learn from mistakes. They have used collaboration and determination all summer to successfully
complete these tasks such as building the most exciting model water slide, creating and using solar
ovens to make snacks, and creating new camp games.

The Eagles were able to take 2 field trips to Sandy Neck Beach this summer. The week of the trip
Eagles designed and painted kindness rocks that they placed at the Kindness Garden at Sandy Neck
Beach in Sandwich, as a part of a national movement to uplift others and spread kindness and positivity.
THrough “squawk talks” we reflected on daily activities and how to apply them through our different
experiences we may face. This reflection allowed Eagles to sometimes see the challenges we face and
how we can take them on in different ways.
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